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About us

Our vision is to provide the world 
with safe and healthy food options. 
All the major health problems in the 
world today arise due to the food that 
is consumed and it is our aim to 
eliminate such issues. Amity Impex, 
sets a benchmark and has an indus-
try wide reputation as an extremely 
quality conscious supplier of meats, 
vegetables, fruits, nuts, cereals and 
spices. We are well recognized for our 
well maintained standards of interna-
tional hygiene control regulations.

Supplier relations: We partner 
only with suppliers who are capable 
enough to produce high quality 
goods. Goodwill of the suppliers is an 
important criterion for the selection of 
suppliers.We stress on open commu-
nication, timely feedback that keeps 
suppliers aware, immediate rectifica-
tion of errors, and fair pricing, where 
the clients are at an advantage. The 
suppliers who  fail to meet the 
requirements of the company are 
replaced immediately, without 
putting the quality at risk.

Client relations:Our service quality 
assures that clients return to us for 
more orders. We hold a high percent-
age of repeated clients, and leverage 
our existing relationships with clients 
too.We focus on providing clients 
trade packages perfectly customized 
to meet their specifications. We can 
tweak our trade packages to satisfy 
clients' dynamic requirements on 
short notice.

We have an excellent team comprising of professionals from different 
fields that help in our business operations. Our products are dispatched 
only after a final inspection, to ensure that our customers are completely 
satisfied. With Amity Impex you can never go wrong. We are focused on 
surpassing customer expectations, being the easiest company to do 

business within the industry.

Amity Impex tops the chart among the leading Impex companies, 
delivering top-quality products. We are a leading provider of Halal meat 
products for the global export markets and other products such as 

vegetables, fruits, nuts, cereals and spices.

Amity Impex is a joint venture by young entrepreneurs  who dared to hit 
it big. Amity Impex is an established distribution company that delivers 
around the world. We handpick our produce and follow internationally 
accepted standards to ensure the best output. Our produce goes through 
continuous surveillance hence eliminating every possibility of discontent.
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Meat Products
We go the extra mile to ensure that our customers receive nothing less than the best, choosing vendors who 
supply to our specifications. All our meats are Halal and properly certified. The meat we provide are taken from 
animals bred in hygienic environments and these meats are properly frozen before dispatch. The packing is 
done with utmost care, taking into consideration the consumer’s safety.

FLANK FOREQURTERSCHUCK TENDERBOBBY VEAL

SHIN SHANK SILVERSIDERUMP STEAKKASILA

TENDERLOIN TRIMMINGSTRIPLOINSLICES

VEAL LEG VEAL SHOULDERTOP SIDETHICK FLANK
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Fish 

TILAPIA TUNACATFISHSALMON

PINK PERCHMACKEREL SARDINESQUID

MALABAR TRAVELLY BLACK POMFRETWHITE POMFRETPEARL SPOT

GROUPER FISH SNAPPERCRABSHRIMP

Amity Impex business activities include the export of quality frozen and fresh seafood. Our customers include 
some of world’s most famous names in seafood distributors. We are proud of this because it’s proof of our 
commitment to developing superior quality seafood.
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Fresh Vegetables & Fruits
Our large network of farmers provide us with farm fresh vegetables and fruits which are stored in cool and 
hygienic warehouses. We do not encourage the excessive use of pesticides on our produce, they are used only 
at a minimal level. We ensure that our yields exceed the client’s expectations.

POTATO GARLICSHALLOTONION

WHITE ONION SWEET POTATOELEPHANT YAMTOMATO

METTUPALAYAM POTATO GREEN CHILLYWHITE CABBAGERED CABBAGE

MUSHROOM CARROTCAULIFLOWERRED CHILLY
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Fresh Vegetables & Fruits

WATERMELON PAPAYAMANGOAPPLE

GUAVA COCONUTJACKFRUITORANGE

SWEET LEMON CANTALOUPEBANANAPINEAPPLE

TENDER COCONUT GREEN TENDER COCONUT REDBANANA POOVANPOMEGRANATE
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KOOKKAL 
T O P I C A L  G R A D E

Kookkal Topical Grade™ denotes the special and unique 
growing methods and practices that we employ to specially 
develop the key active ingredients such as grapes, green tea 
etc for skin care & well being applications as opposed to food 
grade or wine grade applications. Eg: Our grapes are grown 
at our high altitude vineyards which lead them to develop 
much heavier skins and seeds as a protective response to the 
higher UV sunlight at these altitudes and latitudes. The skin 
and seeds of grapes are rich in polyphenols and antioxidants 
which have enormous skin care & well being benefits. Thus 
the extra protective response so developed is transferred to 
the finished product. Our growing and harvesting practices 
are also different from other vineyards where sugar content 
and astringency balance are the main targets for wine or 
food use

Thus, Kookkal Topical Grade™ grapes are grown to maximize 
polyphenolic antioxidants and alpha hydroxy acids which 
have major skincare benefits.

The same special Kookkal Topical Grade™ development and 
cultivation practices apply to our other key ingredients such 
as green tea, herbs, wild flowers etc.
The special cultivation practices of Kookkal Topical Grade™ 
also involve unique combinations involving minimum 
intervention, biodynamic and organic practices that impart 
exceptional properties to our key active ingredients that are 
present in the finished products.

Kookkal Topical Grade™ can also denote certain rare wild 
flowers, herbs, berries etc which are endemic to the Nilgiris 
mountains and grow in the wild and have enormous well 
being and skin care benefits. At Kookkal Life Sciences, we 
specially propagate these wild flora in our domaine under 
our careful supervision and control to produce unique 
finished products exclusive to our company. Eg : 
Helichrysum, Thavittupalam etc. Prior to propagation, 
identification of flora for their exceptional properties in use 
as key active ingredients is a key and critical step that our 
personnel are well versed in.GREEN TEA

WINE & FOOD GRADE

KOOKKAL TOPICAL
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Nuts & Cereals

PISTACHIOS PEANUTSALMONDSCASHEW NUT

LENTILS GREEN PEASGREEN GRAMRED KIDNEY BEANS

BROWN RICE WHEATCHICK PEAS WHITECHICK PEAS BROWN

SUGAR WHITE SUGAR BROWNWHITE RICEBASMATI RICE

Nuts and Cereals are staples to every balanced diet. The nuts and cereals we export are handpicked and only 
the best qualify for export. We handle these nutritional gems with care and ensure that they remain 
nutrition-dense and do not lose their health benefits. We offer you highly competitive prices and strict 
adherence to delivery schedule.
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Spices

CINNAMON MUSTARDCLOVESBLACK PEPPER

CORIANDER SEED FENUGREEKFENNELTURMERIC

ALLSPICECARDAMOMBAY LEAVES

India is the exotic land of spices. We deal with an entire range of spices, grown with great care. All our spices 
undergo proper post-agricultural treatments, making sure they do not lose their flavour, texture or aroma. We 
possess market experience and deep knowledge on the various spices in and around the world.
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Gooseberry

Baby Corn

Beans

Beetroot

Bittergourd

Brinjal

Brinjal - Big

Brinjal - Green

Butter Beans

Bottle Gourd 

Cabbage

Capsicum - Red

Capsicum - Green

Carrot

Chow Chow

Cluster Beans

Coconut

Cucumber

Double Beans

Drumstick

Garlic - Big

Garlic - Small

Ginger

Green Peas

Green Chilly

Ivy-Gourd

Ladies Fingers

Onion - Big/Small

Shallot

White Onion

Pumpkin

Radish

Elephant Yam

Snake Gourd

VEG
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Apple - Fuji

Apple - Shimla

Banana - Elaichi

Banana - Hills

Banana Karpoora/Honey

Banana - Morris

Banana -Neinthram

Banana - Poovam

Black Grapes

Cantaloupe

Guava

Mango

Sweet Lemon

Orange

Papaya

Jack Fruit

FRUITS

CEREALS
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Chickpea Black

Chickpea White Big

Chickpea White Small

Green Gram Dhal

Rice - Boiled

Rice - Double Horse Sortex

Rice - Idly

Rice India Gate Basmati

Rice - Karnataka Ponni

Rice - Nirapara Silky

Rice - Raw

Roasted Gram

Kidney beans  - Black

Kidney beans - Pink



Certificates

FOR MEAT PRODUCTS
Halal Certificates

Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority

HACCP ISO 9001-2008

ISO 22000:2005 APEDA

JAMAIT ULAMA-I-HIND
HALAL TRUST



Amity Impex

REGISTERED OFFICE INDIA
AMITY IMPEX
Manakkattu Building,
Building No.270, Ward No.18
P.o Kalamassery, Cochin-683 503
Mob: +918 59 204 5666, +919 74 564 0824
+919 65 670 9375

MIDDLE EAST HQ
AL HATA GENERAL TRADING LLC

Office no. 107-27, Mamzar One Building
Mamzar, Dubai, PB No. 73408

Tel: +971 422 404 Mob: +971 50 575 3802

KSA
INDEX TRADING

P. O Box: 3432 Al Badiyah
Unit No: 1 - Dammam 32243  Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tel: +966 13 848 6665, Mob: +966 50 240 9804
+966 53 626 1621

QATAR 
QUIVER TRADING WLL
Najma, Doha - Qatar
P.O Box: 200306
Mob: +974 66 262 696


